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Abstract
A comprehensive literature search was performed of all databases of the Web of Science Citation Index, during 1990-2020,
for the terms: neuropsychological, neurocognitive, cognitive, acute lymphoblastic (and lymphocytic) leukemia, and osteogenic
sarcoma, to see if there was evidence of a correlation between folinic acid (FA) rescue inadequacy and long-term cognitive
damage. All English language, peer-reviewed articles of neuropsychological assessments of children who had been treated with
high-dose methotrexate without irradiation, and which included details of methotrexate and FA schedules, were selected. Four
groups of studies were found and analyzed, Those with no evidence of cognitive deterioration, Those with evidence of cognitive
deterioration, studies with more than one protocol grouped together, preventing separate analysis of any protocols, and those
with significant serious methodical problems. In all studies, protocols without evidence of cognitive deterioration reported
adequate FA rescue, and those with evidence of cognitive deterioration reported inadequate FA rescue.
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ALL Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia
MTX Methotrexate (MTX)
LD-IT-MTX Low-dose intrathecal methotrexate
HDMTX High-dose methotrexate
IT MTX Intrathecal MTX
CNS Central Nervous System
CSF Cerebrospinal fluid
WIPPSI Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence
WISC-IV Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children fourth edition
WAIS Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
IQ Intellectual Quotient
BFM Berlin Frankfurt Munster
POG Pediatric Oncology Group
GCI General cognitive index
WM Working memory
VIQ Verbal intelligence quotient
PIQ Performance intelligence quotient
PS Processing speed
WORD COUNT TEXT 5899 ABSTRACT 147
TABLES 4
RUNNING TITLE Adequate FA after MTX prevents cognitive damage .
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ABSTRACT
A comprehensive literature search was performed of all databases of the Web of Science Citation Index,
during 1990-2020, for the terms: neuropsychological, neurocognitive, cognitive, acute lymphoblastic (and
lymphocytic) leukemia, and osteogenic sarcoma, to see if there was evidence of a correlation between folinic
acid (FA) rescue inadequacy and long-term cognitive damage. All English language, peer-reviewed articles
of neuropsychological assessments of children who had been treated with high-dose methotrexate without
irradiation, and which included details of methotrexate and FA schedules, were selected. Four groups of
studies were found and analyzed, Those with no evidence of cognitive deterioration, Those with evidence of
cognitive deterioration, studies with more than one protocol grouped together, preventing separate analysis
of any protocols, and those with significant serious methodical problems. In all studies, protocols without evidence of cognitive deterioration reported adequate FA rescue, and those with evidence of cognitive
deterioration reported inadequate FA rescue.
.
INTRODUCTION
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For over 50 years, our understanding of the pathophysiology of treatment-related side effects following high
dose MTX has been based on several axioms, which require reassessment.
No evidence of the previous held belief of ”the folinic acid methotrexate ratio” has been found. That concept
suggested the effective dose of folinic acid (FA) needed to rescue patient after MTX is linearly correlated to
the MTX dose [1]. Sirotnak [2] clearly demonstrated that in a mouse model one can ”over rescue” and block
the efficiency of MTX by giving too much leucovorin after the MTX dose and also that too little leucovorin
or too prolonged starting of the rescue can result in death from neurotoxicity. The question remains whether
is it possible to find a dose of FA that will prevent neurotoxicity without reducing the chemotherapy effect.
The answer can be found in the same article showed that the appropriate, adequate, rescue dose of FA,
after doubling the MTX dose, needs to be 3-4 times higher that used for the original MTX dose. ”On
certain schedules with methotrexate, toxicity can be virtually eliminated with no diminution in antitumor
efficiency [2]. It follows that when the previous dose of FA was barely adequate for rescue, doubling both
the MTX and FA doses will lead to neurotoxicity. The previously not understood ” mysterious interaction”
[3] that high-dose MTX caused brain damage (leukoencephalopathy) if given after, but not before, cranial
irradiation, can now be explained, since both irradiation and intra-arterial mannitol [4] disrupt the blood
brain barrier, and result in higher levels of both MTX and folinic acid. The level of FA, however, may now be
inadequate since for the higher CSF level of MTX achieved, a much higher level of FA would be needed for
effective rescue [5]. It is therefore not surprising that after low dose methotrexate, over rescue can occur after
similar milligram doses of FA. Such a finding was reported by Bowman who noted that patients with head
and neck cancer who received 40mg/m2 FA after 40mg/m2 MTX had a lower response rate than patients
who received no FA [6]. It will be expected that following high dose methotrexate, over rescue will only be
possible after ”Mega doses” of FA. This has too the best of our knowledge only been reported to date, once,
when by mistake, such a dose of FA (1275mg ) was given after 12.5 grams of HDMTX[7].
The misleading advice that the FA rescue dose should be kept at a minimum to prevent a reduction in cure
rates by ”over rescue” has been accepted without any evidence, and no reports of reduced prognosis with
increased FA rescue were found [8]. Reports that claimed increasing the FA dose reduces prognosis did not
stand up to close scrutiny and have since been discredited [7], and many of the articles cited to support
this concept were recently shown to be problematic [10]. These reports have resulted in the use of low-dose
(inadequate) FA rescue after high dose MTX by certain groups, which was, as we predicted, associated with
significant neurological damage [11].
Previous studies examining adequacy of FA doses used and occurrence of neurotoxicity were able to show
correlations between neurotoxicity and inadequate FA rescue [11], but were less helpful in defining a critical
FA dose, since they were hindered by the lack of a consensus definition of what constitutes neurological
damage. One group initially limited reported neurotoxicity to the occurrence of strokes and seizures [12]
(Later this specific group published a neuropsychological analysis of the same patients [13].) Current neuropsychological studies can now demonstrate subtle brain damage that result in long-term brain damage
that should be assessed in order to prevent such damage. We predict that the dose of FA needed to prevent
subtle cognitive damage found on neuropsychological assessment will be even higher than what is found to
be adequate for the prevention of gross neurological damage.
Peterson [14] performed a meta-analysis of neuropsychological sequelae in children with ALL treated by
different protocols without cranial irradiation. The meta-analysis did not find any consistency in the results
with regard to visual-motor skills, visual memory, or verbal fluency. But, in multiple domains of intelligence
and academic achievement (math and reading), processing speed, verbal memory, working memory perceptual reasoning skills and some aspects of executive functioning, worse functioning was found in ALL survivors.
These findings strengthen the understanding that chemotherapy as the sole CNS relapse prevention protocol
can cause cognitive and academic problems in children.
Since the meaning of some of the terms used have changed over the years, we define them as used in this
manuscript.
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1. High dose MTX refers to an intravenous infusion dose of > 1gm/m2 MTX [15].
2. Adequate FA rescue is the term used to describe a dose of FA which, when given after high-dose MTX, was
not followed by any long-term toxicity. It can be given intravenously or orally. An inadequate rescue dose
associated with toxicity could be due to an insufficient dose and/or too long an interval between initiation
of MTX and start of FA rescue ”Too little too late”. The FA rescue after high dose MTX may be delayed
safely up to 36 hours after initiating MTX without neurotoxicity [16]. However, the higher the dose of MTX
and the longer the time to rescue, the higher the rescue dose required. Thus, the doses of MTX and FA, and
time to rescue, both determine if a rescue protocol is adequate or inadequate.
3. Comprehensive Neuropsychological studies refer to assessments that include standard tests which address
intelligence, learning and memory, working memory, processing speed, linguistic abilities, executive functions,
problem solving – all differentiating between verbal and non-verbal domains, attention, academic achievements, visual abilities (perceptual, spatial) and fine motor functions. There are many tests that examine
each and every one of these cognitive abilities, but in different research centres and countries researchers use
different tests, which make it harder to compare between the diverse studies done in the world addressing
cognitive abilities and impairments.
A sensitive issue when assessing any cognitive ability is related to age. Depending on the childrens’ age,
different assessment tools are needed. For example, the WIPPSI vs. WISC-IV vs. WAIS, all standard tests
addressing the Intellectual Quotient (IQ) of the examinee, but are appropriate for different age brackets.
Another issue important to consider when asking about any type of cognitive ability affected by any intervention is the time of assessment. Most neuropsychological tests allow repeating them after a year, but if
one asks about late effects of chemotherapy, one must state what is considered late effect. If the question
is chemotherapies’ detrimental effects on the childs’ ability to become a well-functioning adult, then it is
imperative that the effects of the oncological treatment be assessed at least after being in school. The effect
of the oncological treatment on his or her reading, writing, comprehension and math is crucial in answering
such a question.
Furthermore, in an ideal world, it is best to do the 1st neuropsychological testing before any intervention
occurred. But that is very difficult to achieve, thus it is best done as soon as possible. When addressing the
long-term effects of giving adequate or inadequate FA, the assessments should be at least 2 or 3 years after
the 1st assessment, preferably using the same tests, asking about the same cognitive abilities one studied to
begin with.
METHODS
A comprehensive search of the literature during 1990-2020 was performed in December 2020, of all the
databases in the Web of Science Citation Index using the terms neuropsychological, neurocognitive, and
cognitive, together with acute lymphoblastic (and lymphocytic) leukaemia and osteogenic sarcoma. In
addition, a personal data base of over 500 reprints of articles from over 130 journals on the subject of
methotrexate and FA and side effects was reviewed.
INCLUSION CRITERIA
English language peer-reviewed articles of neuropsychological assessments of children who had received treatment with high-dose methotrexate without irradiation, which included details of methotrexate and FA schedules, were selected. All articles found were examined and reported irrespective of difficulties in separating
subgroups who received different therapy or those with methodological problems. Not all of these studies
had full details of the ITMTX (Intrathecal MTX) doses These reports that could not be analysed were
included to prevent any suggestion of bias and to prevent challenge of the results of this review in the future
by citation of these problematic reports.
RESULTS
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The selected literature was separated into four groups: (1) studies with no evidence of cognitive deterioration, (2) studies with evidence of cognitive deterioration, (3) studies of more than one protocol grouped
together, preventing analysis of each protocols, and (4) studies with significant serious methodical problems.
The results are presented below, and include the treatment protocols, neuropsychological assessments, and
significance of the FA rescue regime used. It was found that the studies without evidence of cognitive deterioration were those in which the treatment protocol contained adequate FA rescue, while those with evidence
of cognitive deterioration had inadequate FA rescue.
1. Studies with no evidence of cognitive deterioration (Table 1)
Protocols used at the Hospital for Sick Children (Sick Kids Toronto Canada) from1983-1996
Children aged 1-5 years were treated with three different Central Nervous System (CNS) prophylaxis protocols with either cranial irradiation, 3 doses of 8gm/m2 or 3 doses of 33.6 gm/m2 MTX. FA rescue was started
after 36 hours. Those who received MTX were initially given 100mg/m2 of FA followed by 12mg/m2 of FA
every 3 hours x 6 then every 6 hours until the plasma levels were < 0.08 micromol /L. The total dose was at
least 172mg/m2. Patients who received 33.6gm/m2 MTX were given 200mg/m2 FA followed by 12mg/m2
FA every 3 hours x6 then every 6 hours until the serum levels were < 0.08 micromol/L. The total FA dose
was at least 272mg/m2 [17].
Spiegler et al. tested 79 of the 156 pediatric patients treated in these studies: 22 after very high dose MTX,
32 after high dose MTX, and 25 after they received cranial irradiation. The patients were tested 10.5+2.7
years after diagnosis. Children in both the MTX groups had 17 of 18 measures of neurocognitive function,
including intelligence, attention, memory, and academics compatible with population norms. Irradiated
children had significantly lower results in 12 measures.[17]
This is an important group of studies that shows that adequate FA rescue, even after very high dose MTX,
prevents cognitive damage.
The Dutch (DCLSG) Protocol ALL-7
Four 2 weekly 24-hour infusions of 5g/m2 MTX were followed by 75mg/m2 FA rescue at 36 hours from
start of MTX, followed by twelve doses of 15 mg/m2 FA every 3 hours, for a total of 255mg/m2 (personal
communication with Dr. Annette Kingma).
Kingma et al. performed two studies of these patients. In the first [18] they assessed 20 children < 7 years
old at diagnosis, after approximately 2 and 7 years follow up (median 7 years), using14 intelligence tests
evaluating learning and memory, attention and speed, visual motor integration, and fine motor function. No
major cognitive impairment was found, 12/14 tests showed no significantly lower test score, and there were
no differences in school achievement as compared to siblings (p<0.004). In the second study, 17 children
were assessed 8 years after diagnosis with 12 psychometric measures [19]. Although they showed 16 defects
on various test measures, all the patients and their healthy siblings attained the mean level of education for
the current Dutch population of children 15 to 19 years of age. Excluding fine motor measures, 10/17 lacked
measures of poor function.
Although this is a protocol based on the ALL Berlin- Frankfurt – Munster (BFM) 86 protocol without cranial
irradiation, a significant major difference is that they received a FA rescue protocol of 225mg/m2 initiated
36 hours after the start of the MTX, instead of an FA dose of 45mg/m2 initiated at 42 hours as in the BFM
study. Groups that adopted the rescue used by the BFM group have reported neurotoxicity [20].
Israel Osteosarcoma Group protocols
Three paediatric oncology units in Israel treated patients with osteosarcoma with protocols including
HDMTX and FA. All patients received repeated doses of intravenous MTX (12-20 g/m2); however, different doses of FA were used according to institutional protocols.[21]
Bonda-Shkedi et al. examined long-term survivors without central nervous system involvement who agreed
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to participate in the study, had not received any other potentially neurotoxic therapy, and had no previous
neurological or psychiatric history. Twelve osteosarcoma patients aged 17-31 years were examined at least
4 years after completing therapy (average time from completion of therapy to examination was 10-17+5.57
years (personal communication Bonda-Skedi E.) and had received 300-600 mg/m2 of FA after each treatment.
They had statistically significant (p<0.025) better results on 11 of 18 subtests (e.g., attention, visual perception, analysis and synthesis, verbal memory, visual memory, executive functioning, and comprehension)
than those who received inadequate FA rescue (see below) [21].
The lack of cognitive damage after adequate FA rescue supports the concept that adequate rescue prevents
cognitive damage.
The CCG-107 study
This study treated babies aged 1-12 months diagnosed with ALL with a protocol that included a CNS directed therapy consisting of four 24-hour infusions of 33.6 gm/m2 MTX. Thirty six hours after the start
of the MTX they received 200mg/m2 FA then six 12mg/m2 doses of FA every 3 hours, and 12mg/m2 FA
every 6 hours until serum MTX level was < 8x10-8M. The total dose was at least 284 mg/m2.[22]
Thomas A. Kaleita assessed the neurodevelopmental effects of the intense chemotherapy treatment given
to these children by testing them using the McCarthy Scales of Children’s Abilities (27 children received
this test, 3 received IQ tests). This assessment tool has 18 cognitive and motor subtests which provide
six scales: general cognitive (GCI), verbal, perceptual-performance, quantitative, memory, and motor. The
results on all scales were close to the normal population norm; though the range was wide (one child had
a GCI more than two standard deviations above the mean, and two children a GCI between one and two
standard deviations below the mean). They were tested aged 62.1+ 17.2 months [23].
Although this study was performed more than 2 years after the treatment with HDMTX, most of the 30
children participating in this study were assessed prior to entering school, which may have been too early to
pick up many of the late deleterious cognitive and scholastic effects. The lack of cognitive damage at this
very young age is certainly encouraging.
2. Studies with evidence of cognitive deterioration (table 2)
The ACL0131 STUDY [24] examined children who were treated in the POG 9201 and POG 9605 studies
without cranial irradiation. Those on the POG 2901 protocol received six courses of 200mg/m2 MTX over
an hour, followed by 800mg/m2 MTX over 23 hours together with (intrathecal methotrexate) ITMTX, every
three weeks. FA rescue was started at 42 hours after the start of MTX. 5 doses of 10 mg/m2 FA was given
every 6 hours, (total 50 mg/m2). Children on the POG9605 protocol received additional MTX at 2 of 3
weeks, either intravenous or intrathecal.[24]
Duffner et al. reported the results of neurocognitive studies in 52 patients aged 1-10 years at diagnosis
who were tested more than 2.6 years after completion of therapy with Paediatric Oncology Group (POG)
9605 and POG 9201 protocols. Twenty subgroups of tests were assessed in seven functional areas: global
intellectual function, verbal abilities, perceptual and spatial abilities, spatial planning, attention and concentration, processing speed, and memory. Forty percent of patients scored < 85 on either verbal IQ (VIQ)
or performance IQ (PIQ). Note the average IQ is 100 with a standard score of +/- 15. Children in both
studies had significant attention problems, but P9605 children scored below average on more neurocognitive
measures than P9201 children (14/17 (82%) vs. 4/17 (24%) measures, respectively).[24]
The reason why the children on the P9605 did worse than those on the P9605 is unclear from the discussion
by Duffner[24] who presents three different possible suggestions. We would suggest a more convincing reason
is that the patients on both these protocols received only 50mg/m2 FA initiated after 42 hours, although
60mg/m2 initiated after 36 hours was the dose of FA shown to prevent neurological damage when this dose
of MTX was given without ITMTX [25]. This dose was clearly inadequate to prevent cognitive damage
especially since both protocols also included ITMTX. This inadequacy was more marked in the POG 9605
study patients who received more, inadequately rescued, MTX.
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The POG AALL0232 protocol study
Children received four courses of 5gm/m2 MTX and IT MTX followed by FA rescue of 15mg/m2 at 42,48,
and 54 hours. When MTX levels were higher than 1micromol/L at 42 hours or 0.4 micromole at 48 hours,
FA rescue was continued. Another group received five doses of escalating dose MTX with PEG asparaginase
but without FA rescue [13].
The COG AALL06N1 study assessed children who were treated with the COG AALL0232 protocol. Hardy
reported the neurocognitive impact of this treatment in 192 children, aged 1-18 years, at diagnosis 8-24
months after completion of chemotherapy (average age 14.4+4.0 months). They were evaluated by a > 4-hour
comprehensive neuropsychological battery or a screening battery (approximately 1 hour) by a psychometrist
for IQ, working memory (WM), and processing speed (PS). Patients in both groups together demonstrated
impairment in IQ of 21.4% and 28.6% had impaired processing speed as defined by scores of equal or less
than 1 standard deviation below the mean-versus 15.9% of individuals in the normative samples for each
Wechsler measure (two-sided P=2.04 and <.01 respectively). Cognitive outcome correlated with age and
insurance status which in the US is a proxy for socioeconomic status. They found that children < 10 years
old at diagnosis were at risk of deficits in IQ and PS. [13]
Thus the folinic acid dose that was given to the children after IVMTX was inadequate to prevent the damage
seen to the children who received IV MTX (with L asparaginase) without any FA. Others who used this
protocol with these rescue doses have reported considerable neurotoxicity [26].
The St Jude X protocol
This protocol compared the efficacy of two CNS prophylaxis protocols in ALL. One group received 1gm/m2
MTX over 24 hours (together with ITMTX 12mg/m2). FA rescue was given at 36 and 42 hours from the
start of the HDMTX by 2 doses of 30 mg/m2 FA then 3mg/m2 FA at hours 54, 66 and 78 (total 69 mg/m2).
This element of therapy was given once a week for 3 weeks then every 6 weeks for up to 75 weeks. The
other group received cranial irradiation and ITMTX. (12mg/m2 x5 over 2.5 weeks then every 12 weeks for
30 months) [27].
Ochs et al. examined 26 children who received HDMTX and 23 who received cranial radiation. The aim
of the study was to determine if different protocols resulted in differences in cognition at 6 years post
diagnosis. One of the main findings, when comparing abilities at the beginning of the treatment vs. 6
years later, was that both treatment paradigms caused a decrease in the children’s full-scale IQ, VIQ, and
arithmetic and reading abilities. In addition, they found that 20% of those receiving parenteral MTX had
white matter hypodensity and 58% abnormal electroencephalogram. The repeated inadequate FA rescue
caused neuropsychological damage similar to that caused by cranial irradiation [3].
St Jude protocol Total Therapy XV
Patients in the low risk group received four courses of (approximately) 2.5gm/m2 MTX followed by a FA dose
of 10mg/m2 at 44 hours, repeated four times every 6 hours (total = 50mg/m2), and the standard risk/high
risk groups received (approximately) 5 gm/m2 MTX over 24 hours followed by a FA dose of 15mg/m2
initiated at 42 hours and repeated four times every 6 hours (total = 75mg/m2). Age-dependant intrathecal
triple therapy of MTX, hydrocortisone and cytarabine was given with each infusion [28].
Three analyses [29, 30, 31] have been published showing the neuropsychological outcome of patients treated
with the St Jude protocol Total Therapy XV.
The study reported by Krull reported 218 children treated with low-risk and standard/high risk arms.
Executive functions were assessed, among them cognitive flexibility, verbal fluency, WM, organization, and
problem-solving abilities. Additional cognitive abilities included IQ, processing speed, attention, memory,
and fine motor dexterity. These children who were at least 5-years post diagnosis and older than 8 years
of age, showed their full-scale intelligence was within normal limits, but scored significantly lower than the
population mean on six measures of executive function (flexibility, fluency, WM, organization/planning, and
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abstract reasoning), as well on measures of perceptual reasoning, attention, memory, and processing speed.
Younger age at diagnosis and higher MTX dose were associated with lower activation in areas related to
response inhibition, shifting of attention, language, executive functions and decision-related processes. The
study concluded that “this study demonstrates that, at more than 5-years post diagnosis, a substantial
proportion of survivors experience neurocognitive dysfunction” [29].
The 2012 study by Conklin tested 243 children with ALL, between the ages of 1-18 years old, who underwent a
very extensive neuropsychological evaluation 120 weeks after the end of therapy, stratified by age, which also
included academic achievement tests. Their conclusion was that “treatment with chemotherapy alone is not
without risks”. The negative cognitive effects seen in these children were: (1) when given more chemotherapy,
there were more detrimental cognitive outcomes in processing speed and academic achievement, with parents
reporting more learning problems; and (2) younger age at the beginning of treatment caused worse results
in sustained attention and memory. The fact that these children were assessed around 2 years old, after
cessation of treatment, in a group of children aged 1.02-18.73 years, raises significant concerns. An important
subgroup of children who, when assessed, had not yet entered school, could potentially conceal cognitive,
learning, and real-life future problems [30].
Sherief et al. in their study compared 50 patients treated with this St. Jude protocol to 50 who received a
low-dose intrathecal methotrexate protocol (LD-IT-MTX ONLY CCG1991 PROTOCOL). The children were
cognitively assessed using the Arabic version of Wechsler Intelligence Scale test (WISC-III), looking at the
full-scale IQ as well as all subtests within the verbal and performance subtests. In the study each subject was
tested once in a cross sectional design at one to seven years after completing therapy and the statistical design
does not allow any attempt to control for age at diagnosis or any other known risk factors. Although both
groups were negatively affected compared to controls, the total XV protocol treated children were negatively
affected more than those receiving the LD-IT-MTX ONLY CCG1991 PROTOCOL. Furthermore, there was
a negative correlation between duration from end of therapy to the verbal and performance abilities of these
children. Thus, the more time that passed from end of therapy to the assessment, the worse the VIQ and
PIQ became. In the first year after cessation of treatment the average VIQ was 90, while seven years later it
decreased to 70 (the same trend was seen in PIQ, from 100 to 90). In terms of age and gender, the younger
the patients were at diagnosis and treatment, the worse they performed specifically on the full scale IQ and
PIQ. Female patients seemed to be more effected than males with regard to full-scale IQ, PIQ, and VIQ. It
should be noted that this type of study cannot demonstrate a deterioration in neurocognitive function over
time [31]
Not only was the FA rescue clearly inadequate, but it is relevant to mention the study by Fellah et al. [32]
who tested 165 of the children reported by Krull [29] 6.7 years after diagnosis, and reported high rate of
leukoencephalopathy with both the low-risk and high-risk protocols (67% and 86%, respectively).
THE UKALL X1 protocol [31]
This protocol compared different CNS prophylaxis protocols. Patients received HDMTX and ITMTX (6
gm/m2 for children at least 4 years of age, and 8 gm/m2 for infants) followed by FA rescue at hour 36;
15 mg/m2 FA was given every 3 hours until 48 hours, then every 6 hours until the MTX level was < 10-7
micromol/L (since we would expect the MTX level to reach 10-7 micromol/L by 72 hours, the total FA dose
would be expected to be 120-135 mg/m2) [33].
Halsey [34] reported the full-scale VIQ and PIQ scores in 555 children on this protocol compared with 311
controls; 202 low-risk children who received HDMTX and ITMTX were compared with 197 similar patients
treated with ITMTX; 79 high-risk patients who received HDMTX and ITMTX were compared with 77 who
received cranial irradiation. They were tested at 5 months, 3 years, and 5 years from start of therapy. At 5
months, no significant difference was seen in IQ scores between the randomised groups, but at 3 and 5 years
all treatment groups showed a significant reduction (p<0.002) in all three IQ scores of 3.6 and 7.3 points,
respectively, compared with controls [34].
This contrasts with the report by Rodgers on a small number of patients on this protocol tested >2 years after
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completing therapy. They reported that patients did not exhibit the deficits witnessed in previous cohorts
and were performing at comparable levels on all measures of attention [35]. However, when this study
was included in the mega-analysis by Iyer, who found diminished function in working memory, attention
/concentration, and information processing speed [36].
The rescue dose we calculated to be between 120-135mg/m2 were much less than the 225mg/m2 dose used
after similar doses of MTX in a study with no reported major toxicity [37].
Treatment protocol Israel Osteosarcoma Group – also see above
Bonda-Shkedi found that 11 osteosarcoma patients, aged 17-31 years, who were examined at least 6 months
after completing therapy (average time from completion of therapy to examination was 6.18+ 4.07 years,
personal communication Bonda-Skedi) and had received 120-250 mg/m2 FA after each treatment with 1220gm/m2 MTX, had statistically significant (p=0.025) worse results on 11 of 18 subtests of attention,
visual perception, verbal memory, VM, executive functioning, and comprehension compared with the 12
who received adequate FA rescue (300-600mg/m2 FA).[21]
3. Studies of more than one protocol grouped together preventing analysis of each protocols (Table 3)
In the NOPHO-ALL- 86 Protocol, standard-risk patients received 1gm/m2 MTX rescued at 24 and 36 hours
by 30mg/m2 FA (total 60 mg/m2) as given in the BFM-86 protocol. The high-risk NORPHO 1990 protocol
patients received 8 gm/m2 MTX rescued at 36 hours by 50mg/m2, followed by 6 doses of 12mg/m2FA every
3 hours (total 112mg/m2) [39-41].
The NOPHO-ALL-1992 SR and intermediate-risk (IR) patients received 5gm/m2 MTX followed by 15mg/m2
FA at 42,48, and 52 hours, than every 6 hours until plasma MTX level was < 0.08 micromole/L (the total
dose was at least 45mg/m2) (personal communication Dr Arja Harila –Saari). High-risk patients were given
8gm/m2 MTX rescued with 140mg/m2 FA, started at 36 hours.
Harila et al. [38] reported on neuropsychological outcomes seen in 64 survivors treated on several of these
different protocols during 1972-1992, 20 of them without radiotherapy.
Nofstad et al. [39,40] and Reinfjell [41] looked at the NOPHO-ALL-1992 protocol survivors. Some received
5gm/m2 and others 8 gm/m2 MTX, nevertheless, they were analysed together. The FA rescue protocol was
also different, preventing analysis of the significance of the FA protocols.
The dose of FA rescue 45mg/m 2 given 42 hours after the start of MTX was clearly inadequate, while 140
mg/m2 FA given after 8 gm/m2 HDMTX seems to be a more realistic dose. Analysis of the cognitive damage
with such a mix of FA rescue doses was not possible.
4. Studies with significant serious methodical problems (Table 4)
ALL BFM 95 protocol [40-42]
Children < 18years received 4 courses of HD-MTX 5gm/m2 over 24 hours followed by 15mg/m2 FA at 42,48,
and 54 hours (total 45mg/m2) [ 42-44].
COALL 06-09 protocol
Children received eight courses of 1gm/m2 MTX followed by two doses of 15mg/m2 FA rescue starting at
48 hours (total dose 30mg/m2) (personal communication Dr Gritta Janke).
Krapmann et al. [45] examined 57 children on protocol ALL BFM 95 and nine children on protocol COALL0609. The study did not differentiate between patients treated with two very different protocols.
The dose of MTX given in the COALL 06-09 protocol has not been reported to cause neurotoxicity, even
without any FA rescue, and the rescue regime would not be expected to have any effect when started after
48 hours [16], while the 57 children on protocol ALL BFM 95 received inadequate FA rescue [16].
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The findings as reported in the study by Krappmann et al. [45] of “almost normal cognitive function during
therapy” have several serious methodical problems. The title of the article suggests that the authors presented
what they intended to show and not what they found. The report does not differentiate between the 57
children who received protocol ALL BFM 95 and the nine children on protocol COALL 06-09. Although
“Implications for follow up” appears in the title, the study examined performance at diagnosis and after
21-31 weeks of chemotherapy. Furthermore, the IQ measured at this early stage of follow up used the
German version of the K-ABC for kids (2.5 – 12 years) and adolescent and adult version (the K-Tim in
German), which are not standard tests used to measure intelligence. Nonetheless, they showed a significant
reduction (p=0.035) especially in girls (p=0.004) and younger children (p=0.001). Other neuropsychological
parameters were not addressed except for visual–motor function, known not to be affected in ALL patients,
and concentration [14], which was not affected. An examination utilizing standard IQ tests with a verbal and
nonverbal component was not performed. The analysis does not report the cognitive damage by comparison
with a control group, but only compares the results at diagnosis (T1) with end of reinduction therapy (T2),
21-31 weeks after diagnosis when the children were 10 months older, which does not entitle it to be called a
longitudinal study.
While 2- and 5-years post treatment would have been an acceptable time frame to look for cognitive difficulties, no report or publication of the promised results of re-examination after maintenance therapy were found.
It would seem that following the publication of this article the BFM group accepted the premise that since
this protocol resulted in “almost normal cognitive function during therapy”, and thus they stopped doing
any evaluations of neurotoxicity in subsequent studies. Other groups such as the Italian AIEO group with
a similar protocol noted 5.8% acute neurotoxicity when 5gm/m2 MTX and intrathecal MTX was rescued
by a FA dose higher than the 45mg/m2 used by the BFM group. They used the equivalent of 75mg/m2
FA (37.5mg/m2 l-folinic acid) [20]. Unfortunately, since this group combined with the BFM group study in
the AIEOP-BFM ALL 2000 study, their neurotoxicity data is no longer reported. Not only has the BFM
group decided that cognitive damage does not exist after treatment with high dose MTX whatever the FA
rescue dose used, but they also convinced others to accept this fallacy. Some have used “the same dosing and
leucovorin rescue as reported by the BFM for thousands of patients, without an increase in neurotoxicity or
neurocognitive dysfunction” [46]. Even more worrying is the fact that the NOPHO 2008 protocol for all risk
groups are ”rescued” with a 15 mg/m2 FA dose started 42 hours after 5gm/m2 MTX and repeated every 6
hours until MTX is less than 0.2 micromoles/l (personal communication Dr. Arja Harila Saari). Thus, some
may only receive a rescue dose of 30mg/m2 FA [9].
The Berlin-Frankfurt-Munster (BFM) Group has treated 6609 children < 18 years of age in 82 centers in
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland in five consecutive trials during 1981-2000. Since the ALL-BFM 86
study, all patients have received 4 courses of HD-MTX 5gm/m2 over24 hours. In the ALL-BFM 86 study,
the FA rescue dose was originally 75mg/m2 at 36 hours and 15mg/m2 5 times every 3 hours then 4 doses
every 6 hours (total 210mg/m2). This was reduced in 1988 to six 15mg/m2 doses of FA from 36 hours every
6 hours (total 90mg/m2). Later the ALL-BFM- 90 study started FA 30mg/m2 at 42 hours, and 15mg at 48
and 54 hours (total 75mg/m2). The ALL-BFM 95 subsequently have used 15mg/m2 at 42, 48, and 54 hours
(total 45mg/M2) [42-44].
Studies comparing different FA rescue protocols
The above study by Bonda-Shkedi et al. [21] seems to be the only report, to date, to examine the cognitive
function according to the adequacy of the FA rescue dose.
Eleven of 18 subtests of full neuropsychological assessment showed significantly favourable results (p=0.025)
in the group who received the higher dose of FA, compared to the low FA group in attention, WM, verbal
and visual memory, and in executive functions. It was however a retrospective report of osteogenic survivors
who were treated in three centres who used different treatment protocols.
DISCUSSION
Different diseases will require different dose regimes of MTX. There is clear evidence to support the use of
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a 24 hour infusion of least 6 g/m2 IV MTX [47] or 5g/ m2 with 12mg/m IT MTX [48] in the treatment of
acute lymphoblastic leukemia to achieve a 24 hour serum MTX level of 1 molar. This level was achieved
in only some of the children when 5g/m2 IV MTX was given alone [48,49]. A study that attempted CNS
intensification /consolidation of four weekly courses of MIX(25mg/m q6hrs x4 and triple intrathecal therapy
weekly x6 and oral folinic acid rescue) resulted in 21/239 patients developing a CNS relapse. In Pediatric
Brain Tumors patients a 24 hour CSF MTX of 1 molar was achieved with 10g/m2 IV MTX or 5gm/m2
MTX following radiotherapy and in Osteogenic Sarcoma patients adjusting MTX levels to 2x10-5 M at 24
hours and 1x10-6 M at 48 hours followed by high dose FA rescue led to some of the best results reported to
date (high cure rate and absence of neurotoxicity on neuropsychological testing) [50].
The appropriate dose of folinic acid for rescue will also depend on the time interval from the start of the
MTX to the start of the FA as well as the dose of MTX being used. This can be critical. One study in which
2.5g/m2 MTX given over 24 hours had 16 cases of severe toxicity and 5 deaths when FA rescue was started
after 48 hours reported no toxicity at all, when the rescue was started after 36 hours [51]. We have shown
that it is safe to postpone the start of FA rescue until 36 hours from the start of the MTX [16].
Based on the data presented in this review we can support the use of FA rescue started 36 hours after the
start of MTX
5g/m2 MTX FA 75mg/m2 +12mg/m2 q3hrs x12 (total 255mg/M2) [18,19]
8 g/m2 MTX FA 100 mg +12mg/m2 q3hs x6, then q6hr to 0.8x10-8 micromol /L [17]
12-20g/m2 MTX FA 50mg/m2 x8 then 45mg/m2 x8q6hrs (total 760mg/m2) [21,50]
33.3 g/m2 MTX FA 200 mg/2 +12mg/m2 q3hrs x6, then q6hrs to 0.8 x10-8 micromol/L[17] 33.6 g/m2 MTX
FA 200 mg/2 +12mg/m2 q3hrs x6, then q6hrs to 0.8 x10-8 micromol/L[23]
The neuropsychological studies reviewed here show a clear correlation between inadequate FA rescue and
cognitive damage. This analysis and the results being generated by ongoing studies such as the Ponte di
Legno toxicity working group neurotoxicity analysis of the NOPHO-ALL- 2008 protocol and the neurotoxicity
sub-study of the UKALL2011 protocol will, we hope, result in an improvement in the way FA rescue is used
after high dose MTX.
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